


Hammam beldi
Unique, on its own, the Spa of La Ferme Berbere takes you on a journey to discover traditional 
treatments and ancestral practices that have been perpetuated since dawn of time. Our spa 
received the organic international label Green Key. 

The spa uses only natural locally organic grown products from the aroma organic garden of Ourika,    
50 kms from Marrakech.

Black soap, ghassoul, henna, essential oils of rosemary, verbena, cedar, argan oil and sesame oil, 
orange blossom and rose floral waters… All our products are long used in traditional hammam beldi.

Please bookings and payments must be done at the reception desk : +212 661 920 941
Prices indicated are given in dirhams and may vary according to daily exchange rate.

Body cleansing 
Loosen tensions…
As you discover the beauty secrets of Moroccan women.



Traditional peeling hammam

Hamman tradition

30’ 20 € / 220 DH Located in the private room of the hammam, in a combination of heat and treatments : application of black 
soap made of a hundred per cent of virgin olive oil and essential oils of eucalyptus, followed by a peeling 
using a kessa glove and a full body wash.

Family (2 adults, 2 children under 12) 35 € / 380 DH, extra child 5 € / 55 DH

Full body treatment in hammam
60’ 33 € / 365 DH Follwing the application of black soap in the hammam and peeling with kessa glove, a full wrap of the body 

is done using ghassoul and a facial and hair mask made of argan oil and rose water. 
Ghassoul is made of clay from Middle Atlas and has been used since the 12 th century.
It is well known for its exceptional absorbent and eliminating properties. It is a natural complement of black 
soap.



Hammam tradition

Beldi massage under light spray
20’ 18 € / 200 DH This ancestral massage takes place in the scrubbing room under a spray of lukewarm or fresh water. Ideal 

after a treatment in the hammam, this tonic massage with rosemary fragrance is done by hands using 
pouring water from a wooden bucket. 

Soft peeling berbere 
40’ 25 € / 275 DH In the hammam room, a peeling made of brown sugar and orange blossom water is done by hand as a 

massage. The skin becomes soft and regenerated.

Soft treatment Argan
45’ 35 € / 385 DH A peeling with brown sugar and honey is done, followed by a body wrap made of Argan oil enriched with 

cedar essential oil. A mask is applied on the face and the hair made with pure Argan oil. a full cocooning 
treatment that leaves the skin totally soft and rehydrated.



Hydromassage bath

Absolute relaxation in this spray of water in a large tub for 2 people. Enriched with bath salts, essential oils 
and floral water. A must to discover on your own or with someone.

Refreshing bath
30’ 25 € / 275 DH

Bath salts made of Petit grain and Grapefruit bath oil.

Relaxing bath
30’ 25 € / 275 DH

Verbena and orange blossom floral water

Tonic bath
30’ 25 € / 275 DH

Bath salts made of rosemary and rosemary bath oil.



Massages

Traditional Massage
Relaxing, draining, tonic massages are done with a mix of Argan and sesame essential oils.

For ladies, we prepare a special mix of essential oils made of Atlas cedar and Ylang ylang, the excellence 
of feminine oil.

For men, we offer a mix focused on loosening up muscles with Marjoram and Thym oils.
Invigorating and refreshing essential oils of rosemary and mint are used for tonic massage and during 
the hot season provide a pleasant refreshing feeling.

Massage 45 minutes 27 € / 300 DH

Massage 60 minutes 35 € / 385 DH



Famous Massages

Warm stones massage 
60’ 30 € / 330 DH The warm stones are placed along the chakras. The pebbles are used for massaging and provide deep 

relaxation and restores energy.

Beldi massage under water spray 
20’ 18 € / 200 DH This ancestral massage is done in the private hammam room under the spray of lukewarm or fresh water. 

Ideal after a hammam, this tonic massage with rosemary scent is done by hand using water from a wood 
bucket.

Foot reflexology
15’ 15 € / 165 DH This arch foot massage is done by acupressure points. Ideal to restore body energy and remove tension  

from the body and the mind.

Massage for children
30’ 18 € / 200 DH This soft massage with argan oil is made for children under 12. The best way to make them discover the 

tradition of morrocan massages.



Facing Cares

Teenager
45’ 35 € / 385 DH Deep and balanced cleansing care. oily skin, blackheads, nothing like a gentle deep cleansing for clean, 

radiant skin.

Personalized, natural, gentle and powerful, our cares bring you to the best of plants, their fresh and delicate 
fragrances, natural beauty and radiant, healthy and balanced skin.

Hydralescence
60’ 45 € / 490 DH Intense moisturizing treatment. Moisturized by seaweed and fruit extracts, bathed in a very fine aromatic 

steam, the skin is soothed, refreshed and rebalanced, leaving it soft and beautiful again.

Alpha Vital
60’ 45 € / 490 DH Skin rejuvenation treatment with fruit acids. The complexion becomes luminous thanks to fruit acids. 

Results: supple and smooth skin, a radiant complexion and reduced wrinkles.

Vital Intense
60’ 48 € / 520 DH Anti-wrinkle, regenerating care. Revitalized by essential oils and beech buds, the skin regains suppleness and 

vitality. 
Optimizer
60’ 55 € / 600 DH Firming tensor treatment with peptides of hibiscus and lupin. The result : visibly rejuvenated, firmer and 

smoother skin, with facial contours drawn. 
Men express
30’ 30 € / 325 DH Cleansing and regenerating treatment giving the face good looks and relaxation

Men intensive
60’ 48 € / 510 DH Targeted skin care asphyxiated or anti-aging, awakens dull and tired complexions.



Hands & Feet Beauty

Manucure with lack nail
12 € / 130 DH

Complete Oriental Manucure
16 € / 175 DH Gentle exfoliation with black soap, nourishing argan oil mask, massage with rose hair, manicure and nail lack.

Pedicure with nail Polish
17 € / 185 DH

Lack nail Polish
6 € / 65 DH

Complete Orientale Pedicure
20 € / 220 DH Gentle exfoliation with black soap, nourishing argan oil mask, massage with rose hair, manicure and nail 

polish.



Wax Hair Removal

Half-legs 12€

Entire legs  17€

Single waxing bikini 10€

Brazilian waxing bikini  13€

Integral waxing bikini  17€

Armpits 10€

Down (superior lips)  5€

Eyebrows  5€

Complete waxing 28€
(1/2 leg, bikini line, underarms)



A day in La Ferme

Duo Valentine
Hammam, traditional scrubing with black soap     
Duo bath
Massage 45 minutes each             
Lunch and swimming pool

For 2 persons :
135 € / 1480 Dh

Family Day
Hammam scrubing all together
Lunch for 2 adlults  et 2 children menus
Swimming pool

For 1 couple et 2 children * :
83 € / 910 Dh
(* under 12)

Spend the whole day taking care of you with the special offers Spa + Lunch + Pool. In couple, with friends or 
family, discover how to relax, taste and appreciate the benefits of a day in la Ferme.

spa + lunch + pool



A day in La Ferme

Beldi
Hammam, scrubing
Tradional massage under water
Lunch and swimming pool access

Per person :
45 € / 495 Dh

Discover
Hammam, scrubing
Massage 45 mn
Lunch and swimming pool access

Per person :
52 € / 570 Dh

Wellness
Hammam, scrubing
Envelopment with ghassoul
Hydromassage bath
Massage 45 mn
Lunch and swimming pool access

Per person :
85 € / 935 Dh

spa + lunch + pool   

Please bookings and payments 
must be done at the reception desk :
+212 661 920 941

Prices indicated are given in dirhams and 
may vary according to daily exchange rate. 


